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ijtem l i. Review the description of circumstances described in Enclosure 1 of 
IE Bulletin 79-05 and the preliminary chronology of the T=I-2 
3/28/79 accident included in Enclosure 1 to TE Bulletin 79-05A.  

a. This review should be directed toward understanding: (1) the 
extreme seriousness and consequences of the simulataneous 
blocking of both auxiliary feedwater trains at the Three Mile 
Island Unit 2 plant and other actions taken during the early 
phases of the accident; (2) the apparent operational errors 
which led to the eventual core damage; (3)' that the potential 
exists, under certain accident or transient conditions, to 
have a water level in the pressurizer simultaneously with the 
reactor vessel not full of water; and (4) the necessity to 
systematically analyze plant conditions and paramreters and 
take appropriate corrective action.  

Response: The requested review has been completed. This review was conducted 
with the following: 

a) plant personnel 
b) key engineering and support personnel' 
c) Station Nuclear Safety Coamittee 
d) Nuclear Facilities Safety Carittee 
e) Westinghouse at meetings on 4/5/79, 4/16/79, 4/17/79 and 

4/18/79.  
f) US NRC Representatives and Con Edison., 

operational and management personnel at Indian Point site 
on 4/19/79.



Item 1. Review the description of circumstances described in Enclosure 1 of 
IE Bulletin 79-05 and the preliminary chronology of the TMI-2 
3/28/79 accident included in Enclosure 1 to IE Bulletin 79-05A.  

b. Operational personnel should be instructed to: (1) not override 
autmatic action of engineered safety features unless continued 
operation of engineered safety features will result in unsafe 
plant conditions (see Section 7a); and (2) not make operational 
decisions based solely on a single plant parameter indication 
when one or more confirmatory indications are available.  

Response: The instructions to operational personnel:have been made.  

In addition, Westinghouse has reviewed the Guidelines for Emergency 
Operating Procedures which are provided to utilities and has pre
pared recommended modifications for incorporation into plant specific 
procedures. These recommended ndifications to the procedures pro
vide criteria for terminating Safety Injection and are based- upon 
more than one plant parameter indication. These Westinghouse re
commended procedure modifications are enclosed as Attachment I and 
II. Con Edison is currently reviewing the Westinghouse reconmendations 
for incorporation as appropriate into our procedures.
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Item I. Review the description of circumstances described in Enclosure 1 of 
IE Bulletin 79-05 and the preliminary chronology of the TMI-2 
3/28/79 accident included in Enclosure 1 to IE Bulletin 79-05A.  

c. A-l licensed operators and plant management and supervisors 
with operational responsibilities shall participate in this 
review and such participation shall be documented in plant 
records.  

Response: The review has been completed and documented.



2. Review the actions required by your 
with transients and accidents, with 

a. Recognition of the possibility 
coolant system large enough to 
capability, especially natural

operating procedures for coping 
particular attention to: 

of forming voids in the primary 
compromise the core cooling 
circulation capability.

The procedure review has been completed. Existing procedures are 
considered adequate in that they contain appropriate precautions 
against approaching saturation conditions during operation.

In addition, Westinghouse has conducted a review of reconmnded actions 
with the result' as follows: 

The primary indication of steam void formation in the primary coolant system is pressurizer pressure below the hot leg saturation pressure. However, during a loss of coolant event, steam void formation in the prirary coolant system would be expected with two exceptions: 1) the loss of coolant is being caused by a stuck open pressurizer relief valve which closes or is isolated before 'the system depressurizes to hot leg. saturation, or, ii) the reactor coolant syste reaches an equilibrium pressure above hot lea saturation, when the safety injection flow equals the break flow. Thus, in these two 
specific cases, confirmation of no voids in the system will be apparent 
by the pressure in the pressu'izer. In the remaining cases the engineered safeguards system has been designed to cope with voiding. Thus, it is not necessary to be able to recognize void formation in those cases.  

The Westinghouse NSSS Reference Operation instructions, have been reviewed.  Instructions and discussion relating to recognition of the possibility of forming voids in the primary coolant system points out that maxium charging flow and reactor coolant pump seal injection flow cannot maintain the pressurizer water level under certain LCCA conditions. Further, the instruc
tions point out that the pressurizer will be completely drained following 
a double ended steam generator tube rupture.  

.. : .

Response:

11
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Item 2. Review the actions required by your operating procedures for coping 
with transients and accidents, with particular attention to: 

b., Operator' action required to prevent the formation of such 
voids.  

Response: (See response to Item 2.a.) 

The result of the Westinghouse review of this item follows: 

These are discussed as appropriate under Emrgency Operating Instructions.  
Innediate actions, prior to diagnosis of the specific accident clas
sification, which tend to prevent formation of voids, include: 

1. Verify that reactor trip and safety injection have ccurred.  
2. Verify that residual heat is being dissipated; that is, reactor 

coolant temperature is not increasing.  
3. Verify that feedwater is being supplied to the steam generators.  
4. Operator action should be taken- to maintain a water level in the 

pressurizer by Charging and errergency makeup. control, dissipate 
residual heat -through the steam generators and maintain an indicated 
water level in all steam generators not directly affected by the 
accident.  

For som. LEA casesno operator action will 1prevent the f6rmation of 

steam voids in the primary coolant system. The errergency safeguards system 
was designed to recover and cool the core following various degrees of 
primary coolant system voiding, depending on the break size and location 
Under a steam generator tube leak, Errergency Operating Instructions des
cribe that if the leak rate is low enough, charging flow or safety 
injection flow will maintain the system pressure above saturation; if not 
the system will start to void. The operator should identify and isolate 
the secondary side of the faulty steam generator as quickly as possible 
to prevent or minimuze voiding. The procedure for isolating the faulty 
steam generator is also given in the Emergency Operating Instructions.  

. "" . . . .. . .-. ... .. *..*... . ..* ..; .-. . . .. ... . ......



. tem. 2. Review the actions required by your operating procedures for coping with transients and accidents, with particular attention to: 

c. Operator action required-to enhance core cooling in the event 
such voids are formed. (e.g._, remote -venting)

Response: (See response to Item 2a.)'

In the unlikely event that such voids are formed, normal degassing systems 
(chemical and volume control systems), would be used to rerove the gases 
and dissolve the gas bubble. Gases could be remotely vented through the 
pressurizer..

Further reccamendations from Westinghouse for dealing with 
discussed in response to Item 12.

cases are



Item 
(Revision 

Response:

For your facilities that use pressurizer water level coincident with 
pressurizer pressure for automatic initiation of safety injection 
into the reactor coolant system, trip the low pressurizer level 
setpoint bistables such that, when the pressurizer pressure reaches 
the low setpoint, safety injection would be initiated regardless of 
the pressurizer level. The pressurizer level bistables may be returned 
to their* normal operating positions during the pressurizer pressure 
channel functional surveillance tests. In addition, instruct operators 
to manually initiate safety injection when the pressurizer pressure 
indication reaches the actuation setpoint whether or not the level 
indication has dropped to the actuation setpoint.* 

Instructions were given to operational personnel on.April 7, 1979 
to manually initiate safety injection when the pressurizer pressure 
indication alone reaches the low actuation setpoint.  

The low pressurizer level setpoint bistables were tripped on April 
14, 1979.  

Revision No. 1 to IE Bulletin 79-06A advised that the pressurizer 
level bistables would be returned to their normal operating positions 
during the pressurizer pressure channel functional surveillance tests.  
Accordingly, during the conduct of any surveillnce test involving the 
pressurizer pressure channels, we plan to place all three pressurizer 
'level bistables in the untripped mode. Inmediately upon ccipleting the test, 
these bistables will be returned to the tripped mode. This philosophy 
is consistent with discussions held with Region I personnel on April 19, 
1979.



4. Review the containment isolation initiation design and procedures, 
and prepare and implemant all changes necessary to permit containment 
isolation whether manual or automatic, of all lines whose isolation 
does not degrade needed safety features or cooling capability, upon 
autcmatic initiation of safety injection.  

Existing procedures have been reviewed and are considered adequate.  
Furtherrore, the design of Indian Point Unit No. 2 incorporates 
such automatic containment isolation upon automatic initiation of 
safety injection.

Item

Response:



0
Item 

Response:

5. For facilities for which the auxiliary feedwater system is not 
automatically initiated, prepare and implement irrrdiately proce
dures whch require the stationing of an indvidual (with no other 
assigned concurrent duties and in direct and continuous conrmnication 
with the control room) to proptly initiate adequate auxiliary feedwater 
to the steam generator (s) for those transients or accidents the 
consequences of which can be limited by such action.  

The design of Indian Point Unit No. 2 incorporates automatc 
auxiliary feedwater system initiation when required.



Item

Response: Our procedures incorporate these provisions. The installed indications 
and/or alarms available to our operators are: 

a) decreasing pressurizer pressure 
b) valve position indication on flight panel (stem 

mounted limit -switches) 
c) PORV/safety valve discharge'line temperatures 
d) increasing Pressurizer Relief Tank level (on supervisory panel) 
e) increasing Pressurizer Relief Tank pressure (on supervisory panel) 
f) increasing Pressurizer Relief Tank temperature (on supervisory 

panel) 
g) possible increasing containment pressure, temperature, 

humidity, and radioactivity and fan cooler leakage de
tection system if Pressurizer Relief Tank rupture 
disk blows.

6. For your facilities,' prepare and implerrent inpediately procedures 
which: 

a. Identify those plant indications (such as valve discharge 
piping temperature, valve position indication, or valve 
discharge relief tank temperature or pressure indication) 
which plant operators nay utilize to determine that pres
surizer power operated relief valve(s) are open.



6. For your facilities, prepare and irplernent inrrediately procedures 
which: 

b. Direct the plant operators to manually, close the power operated 
relief block valve (s) when reactor coolant system pressure is 
reduced to below the setpoint for normal automatic closure of 
the power operated relief valve,(s) and the valve (s) remain stuck 
open.

Our procedures incorporate the requested actions.

C.

Item'

Response:



item 7. Review the action directed by the operating procedures and training 
instructions to ensure that: 

a. Operators do not override automatic actions of engineered 
safety features, unless continued operation of engineered 
safety features will result in unsafe plant conditions. For 
exanple if continued operation of engineered safety features 
would threaten reactor vessel integrity then the HPI should 
be secured (as noted in b(2) below).  

Response: The requested review has been completed. We believe that our 
operating procedures and training instructions are adequate 
to ensure that operators do not override the automatic actions of 
engineered safety features, unless it has been confirmed that 
such actions are unnecessary or unsafe plant conditions would 
result..  

In addition, Westinghouse has reviewed the guidelines for Emergency 
Operating Procedures and has prepared reconmended modifications to 
guide the operator in terminating safety injection. This will avoid 
potentially adverse plant conditions under certain cases if continued 
operation of the safety injection system occurs.  

In addition, similar criteria and cruidance have been prepared for 
termination of safety injection following secondary side breaks which 
lead to a primary system cooldown. In this case continued operation 
of safety injection could lead to conditiois which potentially could 
exceed reactor vessel pressure criteria. Similarly, following a steam 
generator tube rupture, criteria and guidance have been prepared for 
termination of safety injection to reduce the quantity of primary 
coolant which passes to the secondary side of the steam generator.  

In all cases mentioned above, the criteria and guidance for terminating 
Safety Injection are based on the plant being in a stable, controlled 
condition prior to safety injection termination. Should a sub

.sequent system disturbance occur, specific criteria for reinitiation of 
safety .injection are also provided.

These reccorrended procedure modifications are enclosed as Attachment I 
and II.-.  

.. ,...



Item 7. Review the acdn directed by the operating peedures and training 
instructions to ensure that: 

b. Operating procedures currently, or are revised to, specify 
that if the high pressure injection (HPI) system has been 
autonatically actuated because of low pressure condition, it 
must remain in operation until either: 

(1) Both low pressure injection (LPI) pumps are in operation 
and flowing for 20 minutes or longer; at a rate which 
would assure stable plant behavior; or 

(2) The HPI system has been in operation for 20 minutes, and 
all hot and cold leg temperatures are at least 50 degrees 
below the saturation temperature for the existing RCS 
pressure. If 50 degrees subcooling cannot be maintained 
after 11II cutoff, the HPI shall be reactiviated. The 
degree of subcooling beyond 50 degrees F and the length 
of time HPI is in operation shall be limited by the 
pressure/temperature considerations for the vessel 
integrity.  

Response: Based on our review of procedure required actions, we believe that 
the High Pressure Injection System will not be defeated unless the 
criteria outlined in response to Item 7.a. is satisfied.  

As discussed in the response to Item 7a, Westinghouse has prepared 
recomnded modifications for Emergency Operating Procedures to pro
vide for termination of safety injection where continued operation 
could potentially lead to unsafe plant conditions.  

The criteria developed by Westinghouse permit termination of high 
head safety injection under conditions which are at least 500 subcooled, 
although no specific subcooling criterion is included. Rather, 
Westinghouse has prepared its recommended procedures based upon parametric 
indications available to the operator and have chosen parameter values 
consistent with a highly subcooled state in the primary system. For 
example, following a small break LOCA, the recommended criteria for 
terminating high head safety injection are: 

a. Wide range RCS pressure> 2000 psi, and 
b. Wide range 1RS pressure increasing, and 
c. Narrow range level indication in at least 1 steam 

generator, and.  
d. Pressurizer level a-50%.  
e. No SI Flow 

* These provide-for a subcoolbd primary side, stable primary side con
ditions and a heat sink via the steam generator.  

For those LOCA conditions where both the high head and low head safety 
injection-systems would be operating and delivering water to the primary 
system, current Westinghouse recommended Emergency Operating Procedure guidelines call for continued operation of both systems. Westinghouse 
does not recommend any changes in this portion of the procedures.  

Con Edison is currently reviewing the Westinghouse recommendations for 
incorporation as appropriate into our procedures.



,Item

We are continuing to review this recomnendation with Westinghouse.  

Since-westinghouse has not fully evaluatedall of the cases encompassed 
by the above NRC reconmendation, it is their tentative recommendation that 
the plant emergency. instructions upon LOCA and steam break accidents 
remain as they are and that all Ir putrps be tripped. In the Westinghouse 
specific guidelines, they have provided additional clarification of the 
conditions under which the pumps should be manually tripped. These 
include verification that SIS pumps are operational and that the pressure 
is decreasing and is below a specified setpoint which is less than SI 
actuation. Addiitionally, we have provided notations to alert the operator 
of action that should be taken to trip the pumps because of certain 
containment isolation or ECCS sequencing actions (i.e., isolation 
of ccuponent cooling). These are highlighted and consistent with existing pump instructions. (Also see Attachment I and II)

We are prepared to 
Staff the concerns

further discuss with Westinghouse and 
that form the basis of the above.

the Regulatory

7. Review the action directed by the operating procedures and training 
instructions to ensure that: 

c. Operating procedures currently, or are revised to, specify 
that in the event of HPI initiation with reactor coolant pimps 
(RCP) operating, at least one RCP shall remain operating for 
two loop plants and at least two RCPS shall remain operating 
for 3 or 4 loop plants .as long as the pump (s) is providing 
forced flow.

Response:



Item 7. Review the action directed by the operating procedures and training 
instructions to ensure that:, 

d. Operators are provided additional information and instructions 
to not rely upon pressurizer level indication alone, but to 
also examine pressurizer pressure and other plant paramreter 
indications in evaluating plant conditions', e.g., water, 
inventory in the reactor primary system.  

Response: The review has been ccnpleted and instructions provided to the operators 
are considered adequate.  

In the reconmended modifications to Emergency Operating. Procedures prepared 
by Testinghouse and discussed above in 7a, b and c, none of the criteria 
for operator action are based solely on pressurizer level. The criteria 
for operator action are based on several parameter 'indications. The in
dications provided to the operators are: 

'Wide range RCS tenerature and pressure.  
'Steam pressure 
Steam generator water level 
Containrient pressure 
INST water level 
Condensate storage tank level 
Pressurizer water level 
Boric acid storage tank level 

The Westinghouse recormiended' procedure mroifications are based on 
combinations of these paramter indications. From these combinations, 
conditions and parameters not directly measured can be inferred.  

" - • '7



Itefn

The required procedural reviews have been completed as well as a review 
of all accessible safety-related valve positions.  

Safety-Related valves located inside containment have continuous 
indication of position in the control room.

8. Review all safy-related valve positions, positioning requirements 
and positive controls to assure that valves remain positioned (open 
or closed) in a manner to ensure the proper operation of engineered 
safety features. Also review related procedures, such as those for 
maintenance, testing, plant and system startup, and supervisory 
periodic (e.g., daily/shift checks,) surveillance to ensure that 
such valves are returned to their correct positions following 
necessary manipulations and are maintained in their proper positions 
during all operational modes.

Response:



Item

Existing procedures-have been reviewed and were found to be .adequate.  
To aid in your review of this item, enclosed as Attachment III. are updated schematics of all containment pipe penetrations.  

For the specific resPonse to item 9.a. , we believe the lines being referred 
to are: 

(See Attachnent III for line No. reference).  Line No. 1, 8, 11*, 12, 18, 19, 20, 21, 31, 49, 50, 
52, 53 .  

These lines are automatically isolated by SI causing containment Phase A isolation. Resetting of SI does not reset Phase.A isolation, this must be done separately. High radiation causes isolation of lines 48/49, 50 and blocks reset if the high radiation signal still exists.

*Closed system - Phase B isolation

9. Review your operating rodes and procedures for all systems designed to transfer potentially radioactive gases and liquids out of the 
primary containment to assure that undesired pumping, venting.  
or other release of radioactive liquids and gases will not occur 
inadvertently.  

In particular, ensure that such an occurrence would not be caused by the resetting of engineered safety features instrunentation.  
-List all such systems and indicate: 

a. Whether interlocks exist to prevent transfer when high 
radiation indication exists

Response:



Item 9. Review your operating modes and procedures for all systems designed 
to transfer potentially radioactive gases and liquids out of the primary containnrent to assure that undesired puinping, venting or 
other release of radioactive liquids and gases will not occur 
inadvertently.  

In particular, ensure that such an occurrence would not be cause 
by the resetting of engineered safety features instrumentation.  
List all such systems and indicate: 

b. Whether such systems are isolated by the containment isolation 
signal.  

Response: (see response to Item 9.a.)



Item

C.

9. Review your ating modes and procedures for 1 systems designed 
to transfer potentially radioactive gases and liquids out of the 
primary containment to assure that undesired pumping, venting or 
other release of radioactive liquids and gases will not occur 
inadvertently.  

In particular, ensure that such an occurrence would not be caused 
by the resetting of engineered safety features instrurvrntation.  
List all such systems and indicate: 

c. The basis on v hich continued operability of the above features 
is assured.  

The basis for continued operability of the features discussed in response 
to Item 9.a., is the following: 

a) Technical Specifications-Limiting Conditions For Operation 
Section 3. 5.  

b) Technical Specifications-Surveillance Requirements, Section 
4.1.

Response:



Item

Response:

10. Review and fyas necessay your maintenance and test procedures 
to ensure that they require: 

a. Verification, by test or inspection, of the operability of 
redundant safety-related systems prior to the removal of any 
safety-related system fram service.  

The review has been corrpleted and our procedures have been found to be 
adequate. Minor m:difications- were made to one administrative control 
document to provide further assurance that these verifications are 
accomplished.



Item 10. review and modl y as necessary your maintenance and test procedures 
to ensure that they require: 

b. Verification of the operability of all safety-related systems 
when they are returned to service following maintenance or 
testing.  

Response: The review has been completed. No, modifications were required.



Item

The requested review has been comrleted.  
notification requirement.

Our procedures contain the

10. Review and nrod) as necessary your maintenanc nd test procedures 
to ensure that they require: 

C. Explicit notification of involved reactor operational personnel 
whenever a safety-related system is reoved from and returned 
to service.

Response:



11. Review your prompt reporting procedures for NRC notification to 
assure that NRC is notified within one hour of the time the reactor 
is not in a controlled or expected condition of operation. Further, 
at that time an open continuous cormnication channel shall be 
established and maintained with NRC.

Response:

Item

Station Administrative Order No. 124 currently provides a procedure 
for the reporting, and appropriate followup of anomalous conditions 
e.g., unusual incidents, emergencies, unexpected transients, equipment 
malfunctions, etc. Furthermore, our "Emergency Plan for Indian Point 
Unit Nos. 1 and 2", which was recently revised using the guidance con
tained in Regulatory Guide 1.101 (Revision 1), and was submitted to 

the NRC on March 27, 1979 for approval, requires imediate notification 
of the NRC, N.Y. State and local government agencies of events which 
could potentially 'affect the health and safety of the general public.  

Notwithstanding the above prompt reporting procedures, we are revising 
Station Administrative Order No. 124 to require that the NRC's Region 1 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement be notified within one hour of the 
time the reactor is not in a controlled or expected condition of 
operation. This revision will require that an open continuous cor
munication channel be established and maintained with the NRC.  

C. -. .. .. - . . . •.. ' .



I~em 12. Review operating modes and procedures to deal with significant amounts of hydrogen gas that may be generated during a transient or other accident that would either remain inside the primary system 
or be released to the containment.  

Response: For H2 remaining in the primary system following such an event, 
Westinghouse review results are as follows,: 

The engineered safeguards are designed and analyszed to meet the limits of 10 CFR 50.46 which require that the hydrogen generation from .clad water reaction in a LOCA be limited to less than 1% of the clad metal, and nowhere exceed 17% of the clad thickness.  

The nodes for removing hydrogen from the reactor coolant system are: 
1. Hydrogen can be stripped from the reactor coolant to the pressurizer vapor space by pressurizer spray operation if the reactor coolant 

pump is operating.  
2. Hydrogen in the pressurizer vapor space can be Vented by power operated 

relief valves to the pressurizer relief tank.  3. Hydrogen can be removed from the reactor coolant system by the letdown line and stripped in the volume control tank where it enters the 
waste gas system.  

4. In the event of a LOCA, hydrogen would vent with the steam to the 
containment.  

If for some reason a non-condensible gas bubble becomes situated somewhere in the primary coolant systems, there are many. options for continued core cooling and removing the bubble.  

With a gas bubble located in the upper Reactor Vessel head several methods of core cooling are unaffected. The steam generator can be used to remove decay heat using reactor coolant punp forced flow or natural circulation. The safety injection system can be used to cool the core while venting through the pressurizer power operated relief valve. Core cooling by any of these methods can proceed indefinitely if the primary coolant pressure is held constant. If a lower system pressure is desired, a controlled depressurization will allow the bubble to grow slowly until it uncovers the top of the hot legs.  

This controlled depressurization can be performed in two ways.: 

1. If the reactor coolant pumps can be operated, depressurization 
can be perforned with a steam bubble in the pressurfzer.  Depressurization would be-through the pressurizer power' operated relief valve. Extra control is achieved with the 
pressurizer heaters and sprays if available. As the bubble grows to the top of the hot leg, small bubbles are carried through the system. Degassing is done with the spray' 
line and/or the Chemical and Volume Control System. The 
steam generators will carry away decay heat.



Respons& to Item 12 (continuea* 

2. If the reactor coolant pumps cannot be operated or their 
operation is undesirable, the pressurizer can be made water 
solid with the safety injection pumps running and the power 
operated relief valve open. Balanced depressurization 
is controlled by judicious use of the-various valves, lines and 
pumps available in the safety injection system and by adjusting 
the pressurizer relief valve. As the bubble grows to the top 
of the hot leg, it slides across the hot leg and up into the 
steam generators. As depressurization continues the gas bubbles 
grow in the steam generators and upper head but the core remains 
covered and cooled by safety injection water. If there 
is enough gas, the pressurizer surge line would eventually 
be "uncovered". Same of the gas would flow into the pressurizer 
and out the power operated relief valve. This process would 
continue until the system is at the desired pressure. At that time 
the current cooling n'ode could be continued or the system could 
be placed in an RHR node (special care 'is needed for operation).  

Note that a gas bubble cannot be located in the steam generator 
with the reactor coolant pumps running. If a gas bubble forms 
in the steam generator during natural circulation, the reactor 
coolant pumps could be turned back for degassing or safety 

..injection flow could be initiated with the power operated 
relief valve open.  

Also note' that the gas bubbles cannot uncover the core in the 
above depressurization schemes because it will always tend to 

* float to the top of the system and it cannot compress water.  

The requested review for the unlikely event of the need to control sign
ificant amounts of hydrogen gas within containment has been completed.  
Redundant recombiners are installed inside containment at Indian Point 
2 forH 2 control. "



Item 13.  
(Revision 1) 

Response:

Propose changq as required, to those technic specifications 
which must beIdified as a result of your inpmrenting the above 
items4and identify design changes necessary in order to effect long 
term resolutions of these items.  

At this timre, we are planning design changes, (which will require 
technical specifications changes prior to irmplementation),to eliminate 
the coincidence on level portion of the pressurizer pressure and level 
as one of the initiating signals for safety injection.  

We currently are planning to submit this change request within 30 
days.

• .. ' . .'. .'- [. ""



ATTACHMENT I 
WESTINGHOUSE 

RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO PROCEDURES FOR TERMINATION OF 

SAFETY INJECTION IN EIERGENCY EVENTS 

GETERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. It is recommended that the emergency procedures should be 
revised to delay the Reset SI action until just prior to the 
first operator action which will change the status of the 
ECCS equipment automatically actuated by the S signal. This 
SI reset action should assure that containment isolation is 
maintained; do not reset Containment Isolation.  

2. Folliowing an "S" signal, if offsite power is available, the 
operator should determine that the diesels are immediately 
available and operable. If possible, the diesels should be 
kept running at idle or minimum load.  

3. For all cases where the RCS pressure equilibrates above the 
LHSI pump shut-off head, the LHSI pump should be stopped and 
placed in the standby mode. (Do not allow the LHSI pumps to 
Operate in a mini-flow mode for prolonged periods of time 

...unless cooling water is supplied to LHSI/RHR heat exchanger).  

4. In all procedures where the plant is controlled by normal 
makeup and letdown and"RCS pressurecannot be maintained 
above the setpoint for SI actuation, then it is recommended..  

to: 

A. Manual ly initiat Safety Injection. . .

B. Go to EOP-0.



5. In those cases where plant recovery and depressurization 

steps are conducted using Emergency Operating Procedures, it 

is recommended that those EOP's be reviewed with respect to 

manual or automatic steps which were placed there as a 

result of RCS cold overpressurization (Appendix G) con

.. cerns. It is recommended that the cold overpressurization 

protection systems not be activated for those cases. The 

operation of these systems could lead to an inadvertant RCS 

depressurization process through operation of the Pres

surizer PORV's.  

6. It is recommended that in all Emergency Operating Procedures 

should be revised to include the following as the first step: 

Monitor wide range RCS temperature and pressure, steam.  

pressure, steam generator water level, containment pres

sure, RWST level, condensate storage tank level, pres

surizer level and boric acid storage tank level. Verify 

indicator operation. Recorders should be activated.



SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROCEDURE E-l

I. It is recommended that the LOCA Procedures be revised to 

insert the following steps immediately after Step I above.  

1 (i) Close all pressurizer power operated relief valves and 

backup isolation valves.  

(2) If: 

(A) Wide range RCS pressure >2000 psig, and 

(B) Wide range RCS pressure is increasing, and 

(C) SG narrow range level indication on at least 1 

SG, and 

(D) Pressurizer level >50% 

Then: 

(A) Stop HHSI pumps*.  

*NOTE: If a RCS wide range pressure decrease in excess of 200 

psi occurs following termination of HHSI flow, manually 

reinitiate safety injection to maintain system pres-, 
sure. Control system pressure to the nominal value 

which occurred when HHSI was initially terminated.  

Go to General Emergency Procedure (EOP-O) to reevaluate 

the event.



* S 
(B) Place all non-operating SI pumps in standby 

mode and maintain operable SI flowpaths. (Do 

not lock valves).  

(C) Reestablish normal makeup and letdown to 

maintain pressurizer level in the normal 

operating range and to maintain system 

pressure at values reached when HHSI is 

terminated.  

(D) Reestablish operation of pressurizer heaters.  

When system pressure can be controlled by 

pressurizer heaters alone, return makeup and 

letdown to pressurizer level control only.

I



SPECIFIC RECOMM2NDATIONS FOR PROCEDURE E-2 

I. It is recommended that in the Emergency Operating Procedure 
for recovery from a loss of secondary coolant, the step 
.hich guides the operator to stop safety injection and to 
reestablish normal charging and letdown flows be modified 
or replaced to include the following: 

IF: 

(1) Any one wide range RCS Temperature THOT 

<3500 F, and 

(2) Wide range RCS Pressure is increasing, and 

(3) Pressurizer level is >20% span and rising 

(heaters covered).  

or 

IF: 

(1) Wide Range RCS Pressure, >2000 psi, and 

(2) All wide range RCS Temperatures THOT >350OF, 
and

(3) Wide Range RCS Pressure is stable or increasing, 
and 

(4) SG narrow range level indication in at least 1 
steam generator, and

(5) Pressurizer level >50%.



SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROCEDURE E-2 

(Continued) 

THEN: 

(1) Stop HHSI pumps*.  

(2) Place all non-operating SI pumps in standby mode, 

and maintain operable SI flowpaths. (Do not lock 

valves.) 

(3) Reestablish normal makeup and letdown to maintain 

pressurizer level in the normal operating range 

and' to maintain system pressure at values reached 

when HHSI is terminated.  

(4) Reestablish operation of pressurizer heaters.  

When system pressure can be controlled by pressur
izer heaters alone, return makeup and letdown to 

pressurizer level control only.  

*NOTE: If a wide range RCS pressure decrease in excess of 200 

psi occurs following termination of HHSI flow, manually 
reinitiate safety injection to maintain system pres

sure. Control system pressure to the nominal value 
which occurred when HHSI was initially terminated.  

S o to Generail : Emergency Procedure (EOP-O) to reevaluateb 

the event.



SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS AND COM4ENTS FOR E-3 

I. If the level in the pressurizer is restored by operation 

of the SI system to the normal operating range of level, 

the operator should expect to see a rising RCS pressure.  

II. In the emergency procedure for steam generator tube rup

ture, where the SI flow is being modulated to maintain 
normal indicated pressurizer water level, the operator 

should expect to see falling pressure and level. If this 
does not occur, PRT temperature and pressure and the con
tainment radiation, pressure and humidity monitors should 

be checked to determine that fluid discharge is not occur

ring from the pressurizer.  

III. In the procedure for recovery from a steam generator tube 

rupture accident, the step which guides the operator to 

establish normal charging and letdown flows, it is recom
mended that'the procedure be modified as follows: 

A. Verify that all pressurizer PORV's are closed, and 

B. .Confirm "OPEN" status and operability of pressurizer 

PORV isolation valves.  

C. THEN: 

(1) Stop HHSI pumps*.  

*NOTE: If normal charging and letdown cannot maintain RCS in 

equilibrium with the secondary side with pressurizer 

level in the normal indicated range, manually reiniti

ate HHSI and maintain equilibrium.



t .

SPECIFIC RECOhMENDATIONS AND COMMENTS FOR E-3 

(Continued) 

(2) Place all non-operating SI pumps in standby 

mode, and maintain operable SI flowpaths.  

(Do not lock valves.) 

(3) Reestablish normal makeup and letdown to 

maintain pressurizer level in the normal 

operating range and to maintain system pres

sure at values reached when HHSI is 

terminated.  

(4) Reestablish operation of pressurizer 

heaters. Whein system pressure can be con

trolled by pressurizer heaters alone, return 

makeup and letdown to pressurizer level 

control only.
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ATTACHMENT II 

WESTINGHOUSE 

SPECIFIC RECOIMENDATIONS FOR PROCEDURES E-l, E-2 & E-3 

I. The step in existing procedures relating to reactor coolant 
pump trip should be revised to contain the following 

instructions: 

(1) Stop all RC Pumps after the high head safety injection 
pump operation has been verified and the wide range 
RCS pressure is decreasing and below 1,550 psig.  

NOTES: 

A. If componentocooling to the RC pumps is isolated 
on a containment pressure signal, all RC pumps are 
to be stopped within 5 minutes because of loss of 
motor bearing cooling.  

B. For plants with positive displacement charging.  
pumps, the operator should establish RCP seal 
injection as soon as emergency equipment has been 
loaded on the safeguards busses.  

" , .. C .



ATTACHMEN4T III 

Indian Point Unit No. 2

Revised FSAR Figures Reflecting 
Results of Containment Isolation 
.Valve Upgrade Study (4/79)



PSSURIZER RELIEF TANK TO GAS ANALYZER

LINE NO. 2 PRESSURIZER REIEF TANK N2 SUPPLY 

LINE NO. 3 PRESSURIZER RELLEF TAFK !Kk =P 

TO VENT HEADER 
(LINE NO. 19) 

H I®@ 
~ 550 

S51 

RCS 

-. c~ 

PRESSURIZER 

.STANDPIPE RELIEF TANK 

MAU 

ALTHOUGH THE PRESSURIZER RELIEF TANK IS 
MISSILE PROTECTED, THESE PETETRATING 
LITES CAN BECOE EXPOSED TO CONTAINMENT 
ATMOSPHERE IF THE PRESSURIZER DISCHARGE 
HEADER IS BREACHED DURING THE ACCIDENT.

Figure 5.2-1

LINE NO. 1
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LINE NO. 4 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVALT RETURN 

LINE NO. 5 RESIDUAL TrEAT REMOVAL LOOP TO S.I.  

LINE NO. 6 RESIDUAL , AT RZMVAL LOOP O0Z 

LINE NO. 7 COLTTATDZTh77 SUl RECTRCTJ ATfION LTINE 

I RESIDUAL I 

RCS NA 

HEAT---- -- -I©7 L I EXCHANGER I 

L 7114I 

731 730 

RCS e.1 

73at

PUMPS

RESIDUAL I 
HEAT REMOVAL F 
PUMPS !

(I:VswS)

SUvP I I 

MISSILE BARRIER CONTAI NT

N2 - MANUAL N PRESSURIZATION 

SS - SAMPLING SYSTEM

ENTIRE SYSTEM SHOWN IS 

SEISMIC CLASS 1 DESIGN
FIGURE 5.2-2

.1~

)
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LINE NO. 10 REACTOR COOTANT PU P S-AL WATER SUPPLY LINES

MS7W 

a5'0AAECPD- I

ILn® 
LSLOPE'\ 

W-ONTAINMENT
ASIE -4 
BARRIER I

~NTTPR SYSTPRM ST-?o'lj TS S7TSMTC CTR I T)FSTCrN

LINE NO. 11

RCS

Eicss

WI

REACTOR COOLANT PU14 SEAL WATR RZTIURN

MISSILE "O-BARRIER

CONTAINMENT

DT - REACTOR COOLANT DRAIN TANK 

P - TRIPPED CLOSED BY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION SIGNAL PHASE B 

PRT - PRESSURIZER RELIEF TANK FIGURE 5.2-4

© (9)I

cvcS 
(CLOSED 
SYSTEM)

AS I 

SLOPE

ih 9 .

;ZCI E)F, &) 8
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LINE NO. 12 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTE4 SAMPLE LINES

CONTAINMENT

MISSILE BA-RIER

ISAMPLING 
ISYSTEM 
I 
I

sI .5, F I

LINE NO. 13

DOUBLE GAStY 
BLIND FAITGE

FUEL TRANSFER T= 

~ED

SPEIT FUEL PIT

II..
s-I-u4---1

CON~TAINMEN
MISSILE BARRIER -

'179

FIGURE 5.2-5

CONTAINMENT

. 0

I
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LINE NO. 14 CO rATN12TT gmAy T22IP

4ZAZ A

I 

~wL 

I.

7C

867Aq 
~- I 

_I

RWST - REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK 

ENTIRE SYSTEM SHOWN IS SEISMIC CLASS 1 DESIGN

FIGURE 5.2-6

F U 52

MSWI

15 "!_ - -



LINE NO. 15 SA-ETY INJECTION TMADERS 

SAFETY INJECTIONTEST LIE

ENTIRE SYSTEM SHOWN IS SEISMIC CLASS 1 DESIGN 

RWST - REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK 
FIGURE 5.2-7

9
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LInE NO. 22 REACTOR COPT PUMP COOLING WATa IN

COMPONENT COOLING 
-WATER LOOP 
(CLOSED SYSTEM)

LINE NO. 23 REACTOR COOLANT. PUMvP wATER our ("

7 (o

0 

MISSILE~.

COMPONENT COOLING 
WATER LOOP 
(CLOSED SYSTEM)

~-CON TAINMET

LINE NO. 24 7RAC1'7'R mOTAIT PTTNP .fOn,TT r WAM,"7R O'T11 (R'"'

COMPO'ENT COOLING 
WATER LOOP 
(CLOSED SYSTEM)

L - - -AsO 

SLOPE

ENTIRE COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEM IS SEISMIC CLASS 1 DESIGN FIGURE 5.2-10

0 I

Y, 0 
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LINE NO. £5 

LINE NO. 26

0 

Ej

0

RESIDUAL HEAT EXCHANGER COOLING WATER IN 

RESIDUAL HEAT EXC HANGER COOLING WATER RFTURN

I ~ 

0 

0

CONTAINMENT

ENTIRE SYSTEM SHOWN IS SEISMIC CLASS 1 DESIGN 

FIGURE 5.2-11

MISSILE 
BARRIER
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LINE NO. 27 

LIM NO. 28

RECIRCUIATION Ft=h COOLING WATER SUPPLY 

RECIRCULATION PUMP~ COOLTNG WATER ETU=

F

MISSILE 
BARRIER

753A I

..........................................................I

CONTAINMENT

y/77

E TIRE COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEM IS SEISMIC CLASS 1 DESIGN 
FIGURE .5.2-12

I- ~ ~ - \ I 

-- ~-+--- .) I 
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LINE NO. 29 

LINE NO. 30 

LINE NO. 31

EXCESS LETDOWT HEAT EXCHANGE COOLING WATER IN 

EXCES LEDOWN H-AT EZCTHANGE COOLING WATER OUT 

CONTAINN SUMP PUM DISCHARGE

I A 

- sILE BARRIER

' 17b I 7 * 

4 I HOLDUP TANK 
I i7" 

SI 
.CN A . M- 

- 4 --" C O IN T A I H N N

ENTIRE COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEMIS SEISMIC CLASS I DESIGN FIGURE 5.2-13



LINE NO. 32 

LINE NO. 33 

LINE NO. 34

CONTAlTN1NT AIR SAYT-E fl 

COT~~~ TANJU AhSML OUT

AIR EJECTOR DISCHARGE TO CONTAINM

I.a35~

MISSIE

j.-GAS AND PARTICMEATE 
MONITOR 

FROM AIR"EJECTOR

'K ®CONTAINMENT
AA - AUTOMATIC PRESSURIZATION WITH AIR FROM 

PENETRATION PESSURIZATION SYSTE4
FIGURE 5.2-14

V/77



LINE No. 35 

LINE NO. 36 

LINE NO. 37 

LINE -No. 38

MAIN STEAM HEADERS All Seismic Class 1 
Design 

MAIN FEEDWATER HEADERS) 

STEAM GENERATOR BLOWDOWN 

S.G. BLOWDOWN SAMPLE

LINE NO. 35a 

Ib"AUX. FEEDWATER PUMP TURBINE 

?AMAIN F DWATR 

j---*-,UX1L1ARY FE-DWAr'TE 
MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS 

LINE NO. 36b 

1UX!LIAYa F=WATER 
TURBINE DRIVEN PUMPS

f/7? 
FIGURY' 5.2-15

BAILR I
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LINE NO. 41 

LINE NO. 42

SERVICE AIE 

[NOT ASSIGNED] 

I ASWI

SEWVICE AIR

TYPICAL

fNSIDE 
CONTAINMENT

OUTSIDE 
CONTAINMENT

LINE NO. 43 WELD CHANNFL PRESSURIZ ATION AIR STPPLY

PENETRATION PRESSURIZATION 
SYSTEM 

(CLOSED SYST A) 

All Piping in Pressuri

zation System is Seismic 

Class 1

SSO A
PRESSURIZER PRESSURE 
DEAD WEIGHT CALIBRATOR

KESSIT 
BAR IER 

INSIDE 

CONTAINMENT

0 
OUTSIDE 
CONTAINMENT

FIGURE 5.2-17

0



LINE NO. 45 

LINE NO. 46 

LINE NO. 47

AUXILIARY STEAM SUPPLY 

AUxILIARY STEAM CONDENSATE TURN 

CITY WAT

L~CI 

'I 

ASI 
H-~e~3

7 LT~ 

lAW-i 2

A

AUX. STEAM SUPPLY 

- CONDENSATE RETURN 

CT WATER 

CITY WATR

CONTAINMENT

FIGURE 5.2-18

1?

0
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LINE NO. 48 

LINE NO. 49 

ST 

1170 

MISSILE BARRIER

CONTAIN1,ENT 

1172

?uRGE SUPLY DUCT 

PURGE EXHAUST DUCT

!-i* FROM PURGE SUPPLY FANS

1171

AA 

1 j4-,I-ll TO PURGE EXHAUST FANS (5-1)

LINE NO. 50 CODrIAINT ,T PESSUl. RELIEF

'- MI!SSILE B8ARBIER
1191 

| AA AA

4~TO FAN 

1 PLANET vEN 1192 PIN E

I CONTAINM~M-1 -

FIGURE 5.2-19 J 
9/?



Line No. 51 RECIRCULATION PUMP DISCHARGE SAMPLE LINE

990 A

INSIDE •OUTSIDE 
Containment

-- - Sampling 
System 

9908 

N2 (IvSWS) Entire System Shown 

is Seismic Class 1

Line No. 52 PRESSURIZER STEAM SPACE SAMPLE 
Line No. 53 PRESSURIZER LIQUID SPACE SAMPLE

Sampling 
System

0 
956A

ASWI

space (RCS) 9-Z

INSIDE

0 
9s'c

OUTSIDE

Containment 
Figure 5.2-20

SIS
993

Press.  

space 

Press.

System

+ ASWI

Y7?
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Line No5° 54, 55, and 56.  

CONTAINMENT PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION LINES

(blosed System) 

CONDENSATE 
POT

I814C

.Outside Inside 
Containment 

Entire System Shown is 

Seismic Class 1

Figure 5.2-21
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Line No. 58 OxyRen Supply To Containment

IV-ZA 

02 SUPPLY CONTAINMENT 
ATMOSPHERE

IV-ZB I

OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

Entire System Shown 

is Seismic Class 1 

INSIDE CONTAINMENT

FIGURE 5.2-23

0

V77
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Line ".. 59 
f N 60 

" 61 

62 

To Hycrcgen 

Recombi-er

H2 Supply 
II #1

to H2 Recombiner 
If I f If

If II II 

A, I I I
H2 Supply

1879A

1880 A

To H2 

Recombi rier 

To H 
2 

Recomb ie r 

To H2 

Recombi ner

1879 t

(~'j iv-~

if7S~-~

Ins i de 

Containment

Outside

H2 Supply 

H2 Supply 

H2 'Supply

'I ?,-I
5.2-24

5'!7?Entire system shown is 

Seismic Class I Design

IV-3k

. I



POST AC!TENT CONTAINMENT VENTING SYSTEM W

No. 64 
No. 65

IVSTRIfENT AIR/P.A. VETING SUPPLY LINE 
P., A. VENTING EXIAUST LINE

Instrument Air

Entire System Shown Is 

Seismic Class 1

To Vent 
. Stack

C. *. .

Containment Figure 5.2-25

b

Line 
L itre

PCV- 122 

IA-39

I0

I 
I

Inside Outside

Figure 5.2-25Cbntainment

Typical
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Line No. 66 CONTAINMENT LEAK TEST INSTRUMENT SENSOR LINE (4)

CONTAINMENT

INSIDE OUTSIDE

AA

..SEISMIC CLASS 1

Line No. 67

1F-

CONTAINMENT LEAK TEST AIR LINE (2)

AAI

SEISMIC CLASS 1

OUTSIDE

CONTAINMENT

171.

Figure 5.2-26

~$IDE
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a

No. 69 PERSONNEL AIR LOCK Nz)

Containment

Inside

'SA

AA 

/

Door

Outside

~5p.  
7Sp

Outer 
Door

/ 

Equalizin Ball Valve 
• interlocked*- wi.th -door

Spring-loaded 
Check Valve

Entire system shown is Seismic Class 1 Design.  

Figure 5.2-27
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LEGEND

YALVS

Globe

Diaphragm (DIA)

Air diaphragm 

Air cylinder

Gate

Double .Disc Gate (DDV)

Solenoid

Check

Buxtterfly (BV) 

Re lIe f 

Self contained 
pressure regulAtor

Needle

1 r7- Test Connection 

VALYZ zzs 1- c"; (?;N:

open 

clozed

Non-Return 
(Piston Type)

ASWI - ,7.C'-7A c SEAL !£A:7 INJEC'TION 
MSWI - AYANAL SEAL 'ZAT; -R JTION 
AA -. ALT QOkTlC FRISSUBIZA7:I-ON VITH AIR 
N2  - YA PApSS LIZATION Ie4-'.H NTRoGZN 
LO - LOC.2D OPE.  
LC - L DCD C"LOSED 
T - TRID CIOSED Hy CC TAIN.C1T ISOLATION 
P - TRIP-f CSD BY CO-IAIThz' JT ISCLATION 

S-i - SEISMIC CLASS I 
S - OPEN S.I. Signal, Phase A

SIGN[AL, PIASE A 
SIGNAL,PFiASE B 

LEGEND FOR SYMBOLS, 
CONTAI .ENT ISOLATION 
SYSTEM 

FIGURE 5.2-28.
FIGURE 5.2-28
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v-I

Motor

IIKiI

w-j
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